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This paper critically examines the intersection of privacy concerns in children’s apps and the support required by developers to effectively address these concerns. Third-party libraries and software development kits (SDKs) are widely used in mobile app development, however, these libraries are commonly known for posing significant data privacy risks to users. Recent research has shown that app developers for children are particularly struggling with the lack of support in navigating the complex market of third-party SDKs. The support needed for developers to build privacy-friendly apps is largely understudied. Motivated by the needs of developers and an empirical analysis of 137 ‘expert-approved’ children’s apps, we designed DataAvalanche.io, a web-based tool to support app developers in navigating the privacy and legal implications associated with common third-party SDKs on the market. Through semi-structured interviews with 12 app developers for children, we demonstrate that app developers largely perceive the transparency supported by our tool positively. However, they raised several barriers, including the challenges of adopting privacy-friendly alternatives and the struggle to safeguard their own legal interests when facing the imbalance of power in the app market. We contribute to our understanding of the open challenges and barriers faced by app developers in creating privacy-friendly apps for children and provide critical future design and policy directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Young children have become avid consumers of media and information through mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets. They are spending more time on digital devices now than ever before [16, 43, 51]. According to recent studies, the vast majority of children in the United Kingdom between the ages of 3 and 17 have spent time online, primarily through mobile devices such as smartphones (72%) and tablets (69%) [17]. It has been reported that 82% of children between the ages of 5 and 7 spend almost 10 hours per week on the internet and a significant number of children under the age of 13 even have social media profiles [17, 51].
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However, during the course of the past decade, the use of mobile apps have been under an increasing amount of scrutiny due to their large scale and systematic practice of collecting and sharing sensitive personal data [12, 14, 41, 57]. Seemingly, data tracking and loss of privacy is inevitable in the mobile ecosystem, mostly due to the presence of third-party libraries and the use of advertising SDKs [12], which are deemed an essential part of development [8, 24, 26].

As a result, privacy issues associated with large scale data tracking has become a priority for regulatory bodies responsible for protecting consumers’ data and privacy. For example, the EU introduced the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [67] in 2018, and in the UK the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) introduced the Age Appropriate Design Code (AADC) [1] in 2021, forcing products and services aimed at children to prioritise data protection as an integral part of their offering. Importantly, the UK AADC takes the stance that apps aimed at children should be transparent about the privacy practices in a way that makes it accessible for children.

These recent developments have led us to examine the intersection of two related phenomena. First, prominent app marketplaces, like Google Play Store and Apple’s App Store, feature special categories dedicated to children’s apps. For instance, Google offers an ‘expert-approved’ children’s app category [54], which is deemed safe and appropriate by child and media experts. However, the privacy practices of these apps and their adherence to new regulations, such as the UK AADC, remain unclear. Second, while the children’s app market flourishes, developers are inadequately supported and face increasing pressure to prioritise privacy in their development practices. Recent studies reveal that developers struggle to understand the privacy practices of third-party libraries and SDKs [23, 24], translate legal requirements into technical ones [11, 65], and present legal implications understandably to children with varying digital literacy levels [68]. Our analysis primarily focuses on the UK app marketplace due to the comprehensive children’s privacy framework provided by the AADC, which is not addressed by other regulations.

Being able to navigate the vast landscape of third-party libraries and SDKs has been identified as one critical challenge for developers who wish to build privacy-friendly apps for the users, or be legally compliant [24]. Third-party libraries and SDKs account for a major part of current mobile app development. These libraries are used to simplify the development process, improve security, and add additional functionality to apps [26]. However, research has shown that the use of such third-party libraries often pose substantial data tracking privacy risks to the users, particularly to children [13, 34, 49]. Third-party libraries often share various types of users’ data with third-party tracker companies, to provide core app functions as well as (more often) generate personalised digital promotions for the users. Although app developers are largely aware of these practices, they still struggle to navigate the complex technical landscape of third-party libraries [23], many of which are recommended by leading app market providers or associated with deeply intertwined tracker networks [24]. Tools to aid developers are scarce and are mostly limited to generating privacy policies [50, 71], creating in-app privacy annotations [40], or focus on specific data types in apps (e.g., location) [39]. There is a lack of tools to holistically support app developers navigating the use of third-party SDKs and trackers. In light of this, in this study we aim to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1** How does a tool that provides increased transparency about privacy implications of third-party libraries affect app developers’ perception of their existing development practices in relation to privacy?

**RQ2** What challenges and barriers do developers face in making privacy-friendly development choices and how can they be supported?

To answer these questions, we designed DataAvalanche.io, a web-based tool to provide transparency on the privacy practices of commonly used third-party libraries and SDKs. The design of DataAvalanche.io is motivated by a twofold set of considerations. First, we were guided by existing research that highlights the critical barriers faced by developers to create privacy-friendly apps, which include the ability to navigate the technical privacy
implications of third-party libraries as well as the legal implications of making certain choices of these libraries. Second, we conducted an analysis of 137 ‘expert-approved’ children’s apps from the Google Play Store, to identify the technical and legal privacy implications associated with third-parties libraries used by these expert-approved apps. The empirical data resulting from these design considerations helped us inform the three key components of our tool:

1. A **transparency** component for users to examine third-party trackers that can be associated with each SDK.
2. Recommendations for **privacy-friendly alternatives** which developers can incorporate in their apps.
3. A **legal** component that provides easy access to privacy policies of the SDKs and highlights any potential violations to the GDPR.

We evaluated DataAvalanche.io through semi-structured interviews with 12 children’s app developers. Our study revealed that developers appreciated the transparency provided by our tool but also faced several barriers, such as challenges in adopting privacy-friendly alternatives and safeguarding their legal interests due to the power imbalance in the app market. This research contributes to our understanding of the open challenges and barriers app developers encounter when creating privacy-friendly children’s apps and offers critical future design and policy directions. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- Firstly, we present the design of DataAvalanche.io, a tool that assists app developers in navigating third-party libraries. The tool’s design is grounded in empirical evidence collected through studies with developers and children’s apps.
- Secondly, we offer insights into app developers’ perceptions of our tool prototype’s effectiveness, identifying key design opportunities to support the creation of privacy-friendly apps.
- Thirdly, we conduct a rigorous privacy analysis of children-specific apps, demonstrating that popular apps promoted by app stores do not necessarily prioritise privacy.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Children & Privacy in the App Ecosystem

Despite the fact that children nowadays grow up in a digital environment, they do not understand digital risks as well as most adults [43], and have a poor understanding of privacy related contexts [36, 42, 70]. Privacy is a crucial element for child development and plays an important role in developing skills such as responsibility, trust, autonomy, and critical thinking [9, 53, 55, 56, 69]. The digital activities and platforms that children engage with provide opportunities for them to build these skills. As children grow older, their understanding and desire for privacy also increases [20, 36, 60]. Research has shown that children particularly struggle to fully understand implicit/invisible data privacy risks, e.g., how and why their data is collected by third parties [3, 25, 37], how it is processed [15], or how it can be used in the future [15, 48, 52]. While children value their privacy online [36, 62], they have grown to accept targeted advertising and analytics as part of everyday life [37], without being able to change their behaviours to affect this [37, 52].

2.2 Data Tracking

Mobile apps form a specific risk to children’s privacy, because of their use of third-party libraries, which are unavoidable in today’s landscape of app development [8]. Third-party libraries are widely used in the practice of app developments to simplify the development process, improve security, or add additional functionality to apps [26]. However, these libraries also often enjoy various permissions to collect sensitive data [14, 41], and have been shown to track contact information, browser history, and call logs, for purposes of targeted analytics and advertising, even if this is not their intended functionality [27]. Children’s apps are not exempt from this form of data tracking. In fact apps in the ‘Family’ category on Google Play are shown to have the second highest number
of data trackers [12]. Paid apps which do not make use of advertising do not significantly reduce the amount of data tracking and collection in their apps [10, 29, 59]. Children surrendering their data is often non-negotiable, as they are nudged into disclosing more data than is required [7, 61] or are forced to disclose their data to access a service [37, 47].

Persistent data tracking and the resulting loss of privacy can lead to concrete harms, such as the sale of sophisticated user profiles by data brokers and exposure to sexual predators [22, 48]. Other consequences include the normalization of a surveillance culture [45], identity theft, and fraud [21]. Even more significant are the risks associated with long-term life opportunities and reputation as children grow older [44]. As technology advances, the potential for misusing data accumulated throughout a person’s life, from childhood to adulthood, will only increase.

2.3 Developer Incentives and Supports for Them

The state of the mobile ecosystem and the current app landscape is often attributed to app developers. While limited research has been conducted on their role in shaping it, a growing body of work is helping us understand their design motivations and challenges in creating privacy-friendly apps [6, 8, 24, 46]. It is now known that third-party libraries are widespread because they expedite and simplify development, and are more secure than proprietary software [26]. Importantly, developers often rely on targeted advertising for most of their revenue [4, 19, 38], delivered through libraries developed by advertising networks. More recent work reveals that while developers are motivated to uphold privacy protection for children, they often lack support, guidelines [23, 24], or understanding of libraries’ data collection practices [8, 24]. Developers frequently use data collection and targeted analytics revenue models because they are readily available and supported by marketplaces [46]. The competitive app landscape also contributes to this, as free apps with advertising are perceived as more popular [24].

Existing tools for developers are scarce, mostly assisting in automating privacy policy creation and communicating privacy-related information to end-users [50, 71]. Studies show that existing guidelines and educational materials for privacy development practices are often high-level and impractical [2]. Developers lack tools for privacy risk analysis similar to those for security risk analysis [39]. Research on IDE plugins for clarifying privacy implications for developers exists [39, 40], but these studies do not specifically address developers’ need for increased transparency and understanding of third-party SDKs’ data-related behaviours.

3 DESIGNING DATAAVALANCHE.IO

To overcome some of the shortcomings of current supportive tools for developers we identified in the literature, we design DataAvalanche.io, a web-based platform that provides the much needed data privacy-related transparency for common third-party libraries and SDKs. The design of our tool is informed by a twofold set of considerations:

- Firstly, we were guided by recent research that identifies the critical barriers faced by developers to create privacy-friendly apps and navigate the technical privacy implications of third-party libraries.
- Secondly, we also conducted an in-depth analysis of 137 ‘expert-approved’ children’s apps from the Google Play Store, to identify the technical and legal privacy implications associated with third-party libraries used by these expert-approved apps. The empirical data resulting from our analysis informed the design of our tool.

In this section we describe these considerations in detail and present the three core components of DataAvalanche.io.
3.1 Needs from Children’s App Developers

To effectively address the needs of app developers, we have formulated three high level design goals for our tool (D1 - D3) drawing on our previous study [24] and literature (see section 2.3).

**D1 Support developers making informed choices of third-party libraries by providing more comprehensive privacy information about SDKs and libraries, and a knowledge graph about the data tracker network.**

One of the key challenges faced by developers when building privacy-friendly apps for children is navigating the privacy implications of third-party libraries and SDKs [24]. Developers may choose prominent ad vendors without fully understanding the privacy implications of these choices [5, 46, 66]. We therefore aim to provide sufficient privacy-related information about commonly used SDKs, so that it is easier for developers to access relevant privacy information (such as third-party and fourth-party trackers associated with a given SDK), and make better informed decisions.

**D2 Support developers making privacy-friendly development choices by proposing privacy-friendly alternatives and configurations.**

Research has shown that developers often have difficulties with configurations related to consent in children’s apps [33] or identify more privacy-friendly alternative libraries or SDKs [24]. Therefore, we intend to provide concrete instructions for child-specific SDK configurations and a list of alternative SDKs with clearer documentation about their data collection behaviours, enabling developers to make more informed choices.

**D3 Support developers to protect the privacy of their users by providing them with legal considerations for using third-party libraries.**

Past research has also indicated that developers largely struggle with translating legal requirements into technical requirements [11, 65], which Brexit made even more complex. We aim to make privacy policies more accessible and GDPR implications more explicit. Although we don’t provide comprehensive guidelines for developing children’s apps, we plan to help developers visualise the countries SDKs share data with, supporting compliance with relevant laws and regulations.

3.2 Privacy Analysis of Children’s Apps

In 2022, Google Play Store launched a new category called expert-approved’ apps for children under 12 [54]. These apps, designed for kids and approved by teachers and children’s media specialists, are deemed ‘age appropriate’ and ‘thoughtfully designed’. We specifically chose these apps for our analysis, as Google promotes them as safe for children, while not disclosing the assessment methodology or expert selection process.

**3.2.1 Selecting ‘Expert-Approved’ Apps.** In March 2022, we scraped the Google Play Store children’s category to create an initial dataset of 1038 expert-approved apps. The apps we scraped were directly accessible from the homepage, making it likely for users to encounter them. Subsequently, using the number of reviews as an indicator, we sorted the apps according to their popularity. We ensured that we (i) selected a diverse range of apps by selecting at least one app from each genre and (ii) avoided apps from duplicate developers and studios (as they often tend to have similar design features and one privacy policy for all their apps). We also limited ourselves to apps which were free to download (due to funding limitations) and which clearly had an age rating. We were left with 470 apps, of which we selected the top 150 most downloaded apps for manual analysis. We faced issues with 13 apps, such as non-English content, premium access, or installation problems. This resulted in a final total of 137 apps for analysis.

---

3.2.2 Tracker Analysis. For our analysis we used a Huawei Mediapad M5, with 4GB RAM, 32GB storage, running Android 9.0. We initialised the device using a child account, creating a female persona of 10 years old. We needed to verify this account with a second parent account using a credit card. Using a child account we were faced with several limitations. For example, we did not have access to the developer settings and needed approval from the parent account before installing certain apps. We made use of a child account to simulate what a child would experience interacting with these apps.

To understand the technical privacy behaviours of the app, we drew on existing track analysis methods. We had two main goals in our analysis:

1. Identify the tracker network of the third-party SDKs commonly used by this group of ‘expert-approved’ apps for children.
2. Understand whether there is a gap between the data tracking that is happening in apps and the latest data privacy legal requirements for technologies designed for children.

We used a third-party tool called TC Slim, which dynamically identifies third-party trackers\(^2\) [33]. Using the TC Slim app, we identified all associated trackers and libraries for the 137 expert-approved apps. For each third-party tracker and library, we reviewed the API documentation to determine whether they require special configurations for children’s apps. In such cases, the documentation often explicitly states that apps aimed at children or part of Google’s ‘Designed for Families’ program need to add specific lines of code, such as the Adjust library\(^3\), to ensure COPPA compliance.

Besides our privacy analysis, we explored the implications of third-party tracking in apps by mapping the fourth-party tracking ecosystem. We define fourth-party entities as data-sharing partners of third-party entities. For instance, if a third-party entity like Unity shares data with its partners, these partners are considered fourth-party trackers. To achieve this, we first identified the most common trackers in our children’s app dataset, which were Google and Unity. We examined their privacy policies and legal documentation available on their websites to locate data partners, understand data sharing practices, and identify the entities data is shared with. In some cases, this information was not readily available, as a list of data-sharing partners might not be present or was incompletely presented visually rather than textually. We often encountered the same partners from multiple sources, resulting in a dense network of data-sharing partners. We then manually cleaned up the data to reconcile naming differences among different companies.

Finally, we cross-referenced companies with existing public knowledge bases, such as Crunchbase\(^4\) and Rocket Companies\(^5\) to enrich our dataset with additional metadata like company location, number of employees, target market, etc. Using this method, we created a knowledge graph with over 3000 nodes, representing data-sharing relations between commonly used app SDKs and third- and fourth-party libraries.

3.3 Results of Privacy Analysis of ‘Expert-Approved’ Children’s Apps

3.3.1 Third-Party Tracking. Our third-party trackers found that 30 out of all apps did not contain any trackers. We identified a total of 43 unique tracker libraries used in the 137 apps we analysed. Figure 1a shows the distribution of the most commonly occurring libraries which engage in tracking practices, including advertising, analytics, fingerprinting, and social functions (such as social media).

Google SDKs, such as Google Analytics, Crashlytics, and Google Ads are the most commonly occurring tracking libraries (33.3%). Surprisingly, several apps also had Facebook integrations (2.8%), while Facebook is specifically

\(^2\)https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.kollnig.missioncontrol.play
\(^4\)https://www.crunchbase.com
\(^5\)https://www.rocketcompanies.com
aimed at children above 13. Apart from Google SDKs, apps also made use of other attribution and analytics providers, such as AppsFlyer (3.3%), SuperAwesome (2.8%), Mixpanel (1.1%), and Amazon (8.3%).
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Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of most commonly occurring trackers, based on our analysis of 137 children’s apps. (b) The tracker knowledge graph showing the data sharing partners or Unity. The blue nodes are the direct partners of Unity, the green nodes are their data sharing partners in turn.

3.3.2 **API Configurations.** Looking more specifically at the privacy policies, we found that 15 of these libraries have specific configurations for when they are to be used for children’s apps. For example, Adjust and AppsFlyer state in their documentation that their SDKs need to be specially configured so that the advertising ID is not transmitted\(^6\). Similarly, some of the larger companies have such requirements as well, such as Google\(^7\) and Unity\(^8\). However, we did not verify whether apps complied with this.

3.3.3 **Fourth-Party Tracking.** To map fourth-party trackers, we manually read through legal documents of these tracker companies. Although Google was the most prominent tracker in our analysis, with a list of 1067 sharing partners, it was impractical to manually review all these policies. Instead, we chose Unity as our root node, which had 71 data sharing partners. Using the 71 fourth-party companies from Unity as a starting point, we constructed a dense network of 2973 nodes and 14872 edges. An image of the data sharing partners of Unity alone is shown in Figure 1b. From the whole network, the companies with the most number of data sharing partners are Xandr (1942 partners), Google (1067 partners), and Centro (163 partners).

We also mapped the countries of incorporation of all companies. We found that in total data is shared with 40 unique countries. For 66% of the companies we could not determine the country information, as we could not find it in a public registry. Of the remaining companies, 17.3% are from the US, 4.3% from the EU, 0.6% from China, and 0.2% from Russia.

Our graph shows that by sharing data with a single company, such as Unity, it is theoretically possible for this data to reach thousands of companies in total. To describe this phenomenon of uncontrollable large scale data dissemination, we use the term *data avalanche*. The rest of the network can be viewed and analysed using our tool, by visiting DataAvalanche.io.

\(^7\)https://developers.google.com/admob/ios/api/reference/Classes/GADRequestConfiguration?hl=en#tagforchilddirectedtreatment:
\(^8\)https://docs.unity3d.com/Packages/com.unity.ads@spacefactor@mlj3.3/manual/MonetizationResourcesDashboardGuide.html?q=children

4 AN OVERVIEW OF DATAAVALANCHE.IO

Motivated by the developers’ needs and the technical and legal privacy implications identified from our app analysis, we implemented the web-based tool DataAvanche.io, which consists of three key components.

4.1 D1: Empowering Developers to Make Informed Decisions about SDKs and Libraries

D1’s objective is to equip developers with tools and guidance for informed privacy decisions regarding SDKs and libraries. To achieve this, we offer a search feature for easy access to specific SDKs/libraries and their alternatives, and provide meta-data (e.g., website, company, location) to understand the company’s nature. Additionally, privacy information (e.g., privacy policy, data-sharing partners) helps developers assess the SDK’s privacy practices. Additionally, it provides privacy information, including a link to the privacy policy and the number of data sharing partners, to help developers understand the privacy practices of the SDK. Developers can also understand data-sharing practices and their implications through a data-sharing partners table (see Figure 2b) and a data-sharing partners graph, which visualises relationships between data-sharing partners, allowing informed privacy risk decisions.

4.2 D2: Providing Developers with Tools and Guidance for Protecting User Privacy

D2 aims to provide developers with the necessary tools and guidance to protect the privacy of their users by offering features such as child-specific configurations and privacy-friendly alternatives. The child-specific configurations feature offers links to necessary configurations required by COPPA and GDPR for child users. We specifically added this because it has been shown in previous research that apps for children do not sufficiently...
obtain consent for data tracking, partly due to app misconfigurations [33]. Therefore, we manually examined
71 SDKs to determine special configurations for children’s apps and included this information in the metadata
section (see Figure 2a). As an example, the documentation for the Adjust SDK states that:

“If your app targets users under the age of 13, and the install region is not the USA, you need to mark
it as a Kids App. This prevents the SDK from reading device and advertising IDs (e.g. gps_adid and
android_id). To do this, call the setPlayStoreKidsAppEnabled method with a true parameter”.

For those that have special configurations, we included this information in the metadata section of our tool,
along with a URL to the relevant documentation (see Figure 2a).

We also aimed to provide a list of privacy-friendly alternatives for popular libraries. There currently does
not exist a reliable database that offers such a mapping of alternatives, and creating one is beyond the scope of
this paper. Instead, as the goal of our research is to explore whether providing such privacy alternatives may
affect app developers’ development practices, we selected three libraries and manually identified alternatives,
which developers can access as part of the tool.

4.3 D3: Shedding Light on the Legal Implications of Data Sharing Infrastructure

We implemented D3 through two components: information on legal implications, and a visualisation of
data sharing. These components help developers understand the legal risks and requirements of using certain
libraries based on data-sharing locations. The data sharing visualisation allows developers to easily see where
their app’s data is being shared and to make informed decisions about the privacy risks and benefits of different
options (see Figure 3).

We wanted to provide transparency on the legal implications of using third-party libraries and SDKs; however,
providing a comprehensive legal analysis of every SDK is beyond the scope of this study. Given our focus on the
UK market, we instead focused on clarifying a specific GDPR-related privacy implication and providing easier
access to privacy policies of all the SDKs wherever possible. For the former, we read through the privacy policies
of the SDKs and provided clarifications of GDPR requirements for those SDKs that claim to share data outside
the EU jurisdiction. This information is aimed to help developers understand that such SDKs may share data
with countries where end users may not be able to enforce their privacy rights and that they should be mindful
of this when making decisions about which libraries and SDKs to use.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate our findings and tools with 12 children’s app developers, serving a dual purpose:

1. Investigating developers’ third-party library choices and privacy considerations allows us to understand
factors influencing decisions. Our tool helps us understand developers’ privacy-related decision-making
practices.

2. Evaluating our tool’s usefulness in helping developers understand common SDKs’ privacy practices enables
us to assess its impact on decision-making and its role in assisting informed third-party library selection and
user information. This relates to our research question about the tool’s effectiveness in guiding developers
regarding privacy practices of various SDKs and libraries.

To evaluate our tool, we employed semi-structured interviews and exit surveys, using the Systems Usability
Scale [18], as detailed in the sections below.

5.1 Participants and Recruitment

We sought developers experienced in creating children's mobile apps. Using search engines like Google and DuckDuckGo, we employed keywords such as "Kids App Developers" and "Game Studio" to find participants. Preliminary discussions involved email exchanges or video calls, during which consent procedures and data rights were explained. We recruited 12 children’s app developers who each received a £15 Amazon gift voucher. Our study protocol was approved by an Institutional Review Board.

Children’s app developers were challenging to recruit, as the market for developers is relatively small compared to the market for children’s apps. We stopped recruitment at 12 participants, as research suggests this number is sufficient for data saturation and stable themes to emerge [28]. Though the participants were not UK-based, they had experience developing apps for the UK and EU markets. All participants were male and had direct app development experience. Participant demographics are shown in Table 1.

5.2 Interview Procedure

We conducted 12 semi-structured interviews in the summer of 2022 using remote meeting software, such as Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, or Zoom, depending on the participants’ preferences. All interviews were audio recorded with the participants’ consent. We started each interview with a general introduction, during which
Table 1. Table containing descriptive characteristics of the study participants. While the participants were not located in the UK, they all developed apps for the UK market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Years of Exp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Lead Android developer</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Mobile game developer</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Web and Mobile developer</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Mobile game developer</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>App developer</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we introduced ourselves, the research goals and objectives, and once again informed participants about the procedure. The interviews consisted of three parts.

(1) We discussed developers’ app design experiences and privacy considerations, and inquired about empowering and supporting children in making privacy decisions.

(2) We shared DataAvalanche.io with participants, requesting they open the URL and share their screens. This allowed us to use the tool as a probe to uncover their thoughts on commonly used SDKs’ privacy behaviours. To ensure consistent usage, we employed a cognitive walkthrough process [30, 58], commonly used for assessing system usability. During the walkthrough, participants opened DataAvalanche.io, shared screens, and briefly explored the tool while discussing initial thoughts. They chose from two pre-selected SDKs, Adjust and Unity Ads, to explore in-depth. Participants shared their thoughts and considerations as they examined metadata, privacy-friendly alternatives, legal and data sharing sections, and potential incorporation into development practices.

(3) In the third part, after these tasks were completed we asked them about the usability of the tool itself. We asked which features they liked and disliked, which features they would like to see added, and how they would see themselves using this in practice. At the end of the interview, we asked participants if they had any additional comments or questions. After the interview, we sent the participants the exit survey. The full set of tasks of the cognitive walkthrough can be viewed in Appendix B.

5.3 Surveys

For the exit survey, we made use of the Systems Usability Scale (SUS) [18] to gauge the perceived usability of the tool from the perspective of developers. The SUS is a widely recognised and standardised evaluation tool that measures the usability of a product or system. It consists of 10 statements that users are asked to rate on a 5-point Likert scale, with higher scores indicating a higher level of perceived usability.

We also asked two open-ended questions at the end of the survey to solicit additional feedback from participants. The first question asked if there were any additional features that participants would like to see in the tool, and the second question asked for any additional comments. These open-ended questions provided us with valuable insight into participants’ thoughts and ideas, and helped us to identify areas for improvement in the tool.
5.4 Data Analysis

The collected audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and anonymised. The anonymised interview transcripts and answers to the open-ended survey questions were analysed using a grounded, thematic approach [31] to develop codes and themes related to developers’ challenges, perceptions, requirements and values. We iteratively coded the data, identified emerging themes, and refined and organized the themes into a cohesive pattern or structure. We examined the perspectives of different research participants, highlighted similarities and differences, and generated unanticipated insights.

The thematic coding process started by dividing the transcriptions into two equal-sized sets. The first and second authors independently analysed the first set of transcriptions to derive an initial set of codes. They then met to consolidate and reconcile codes into a common codebook. The first author then completed coding the remaining half of the transcriptions using this common codebook. Interviews lasted between 38 and 75 minutes, with the average interview being 46 minutes (SD=11).

6 EVALUATION RESULTS

Here we report the results of the evaluation of DataAvalanche.io. We first start by describing the results from our interviews. Through our analysis we uncovered how the participants perceived the privacy transparency provided by DataAvalanche.io, some open barriers, and some further requirements for the tool.

6.1 DataAvalanche.io can Increase Transparency of SDKs

Overall participants indicated that DataAvalanche.io can be positively useful for their own development. They found it particularly useful that all information is accessible through a central repository: “It is good to have a place where you can find easily all these third-party tools and their documentation easily to access,” (P2). They also liked that certain privacy information was presented visually, as “we understand visuals and it helps to take it home for the developer,” (P4). As a result, they found that this makes it easier to make decisions in choosing libraries. One developer gave an example of this: “As you can see, there is so much difference between Amplify and Google Firebase. If we were creating a bigger application it’s better to use something like this [pointing to an SDK] so that they don’t share too many data,” (P5).

Participants found the legal implications provided by our tool particularly useful to address the transparency challenge they often face when choosing third-party libraries. Participants reflected that while they have suspicions about what data is being collected and for what purposes, they could not exactly put their finger on it: “For example, when it comes to Firebase the data that we were storing, is it being used by Google or is it not? I’m not sure about it […] I’ve had some concerns about the data in Firebase, but I’m not really sure,” (P2).

They ascribe part of this problem to the complexity of privacy policies and terms and conditions, stating that they are not accessible and written in a way that the general public cannot understand it: “Part of the problem is if you read through the disclosure that’s written by lawyers, it has to be written very conservative from a legal standpoint, so it’s not transparent. Nobody else but another lawyer could read it and make sense of it,” (P7).

Interestingly, many participants also mentioned that the legal implications discussions provided by DataAvalanche.io would also help them amend their privacy policies or appropriately inform end users: “freelancers would be able to share it with clients if there are concerns about data privacy. If the clients live in a country where there are strict regulations when it comes to data sharing. This could be very useful,” (P3). Furthermore, oftentimes developers need to list all third-party services integrated into their apps in the privacy policy, alongside notable privacy practices, which DataAvalanche.io makes substantially easier to do.
6.2 DataAvalanche.io can Help Both Developers and Users

During the interviews, we asked participants about their potential use cases for DataAvalanche.io and the advantages it could offer in their development practices. While we have specific use cases in mind for the tool, we acknowledged that participants may come up with creative and more relevant use cases based on their experiences.

Firstly, participants identified several ways in which our tool could be used to benefit children and end users of apps. For example, they suggested that it could be used to generate privacy policies and present privacy information to end users in an improved way, so that they could avoid presenting users a lengthy document but a more succinct one with structured information about what data and how they are shared. They also mentioned the possibility of using it for requesting consent in apps: “If we create an application, we can let the users know that, let’s say, Firebase shares their data around the world. This way, we can [obtain] consent from the users,” (P5).

Secondary, participants indicated that privacy is becoming increasingly important in today’s industry. Many investors and startups prioritise privacy, and developers often need to demonstrate strong privacy practices to obtain funding. One of the examples they suggested was tech-for-good companies, “developers who have the best interest of the users, [as] they would use this application,” (P6). The increased demand for privacy also means that privacy-friendly SDKs which are now offered as alternatives will become more and more mainstream, and there is a need for a platform for them to communicate their availability: “Privacy is a big thing now. It’s becoming bigger and bigger nowadays. People are spooked about it. I think this is very important to have. It’ll help you give a better description in your own privacy policies when you do write them,” (P4).

6.3 Privacy-friendly Alternatives Are Good But Not Always Applicable

In evaluating the usefulness of our tool for developers to consider privacy-friendly alternatives, such as open-source SDKs or those known to do less data tracking, we found that participants largely welcomed the option: “I think the privacy-friendly alternative section is probably a really key feature because it suggests to me that if I’m using a library to do notifications, I can probably find something else and preferably, ones that are open source and that I can use in my application instead of this,” (P4).

However, this sentiment was not shared by all participants, and in most cases, privacy was not the leading factor when choosing SDKs. In fact, “privacy concerns really just take a backseat, it is not the first thing that we think about,” (P11). Developers formulated four reasons why they would choose a prominent SDK over a privacy-friendly alternative.

6.3.1 Financial Incentives. Firstly, participants acknowledged that apps need to earn money, and that advertising is often the most lucrative way to do this. However, they also acknowledged that some advertising networks generate more profits than others, and therefore, there may not always be a strong incentive to choose a privacy-friendly network over a more lucrative one: “The problem was, to show an interesting ad to a user you’re supposed to know them really well. Only two of the companies that could ever - I could think of right now - to know anyone in the planet more than anyone else is Facebook and Google. Others don’t have that many privileges and rights,” (P1).

6.3.2 Learning Curve and Time Investment. Secondly, participants indicated that they have already invested a significant amount of time in learning and becoming proficient with a particular SDK and its related features. Changing to a new SDK would negatively affect their productivity, workflow, and their ability to deliver the service they are offering. The challenge of learning a completely new tool, even if it is the best on the market, can be a significant obstacle: “Whenever you use a new tool, especially analytics-wise, you have a big learning curve. You could create one of the best privacy-friendly analytics tools, but the problem is my eight years learning curve could be on Google Analytics,” (P3)
6.3.3 Insufficient Feature Offering and Quality. Thirdly, some participants prioritised the features and quality of certain SDKs, indicating that this is one of the more important reasons for choosing an SDK, as the “functionality of the actual third-party library is going to be the dominant factor in making a choice.” (P7). Others were a bit more direct and stated that “in terms of choosing a platform, I’d say the faster and the better well-known, that’s the priority” (P2).

Additionally, participants indicated that some SDKs come built in with integration with many other tools, as is the case of Firebase, which hooks into many other Google products: “Firebase has pretty much everything, so if you want a Google sign-up or a Facebook sign-up, or any of the third-party application sign-ups, you can do it through Google,” (P6)

6.3.4 Education Cost. Lastly, some participants indicated that certain SDKs are more accessible due to their popularity and the availability of educational resources online. This makes them more attractive to beginner developers or developers with a limited budget: “Why I’m using Firebase? Because it’s mainly popular. Every course that I watch, such as in Udemy, everyone uses Firebase. Afterwards, every time that I need stuff like that, I use Firebase,” (P11). We finally asked participants what would prompt them to consider alternatives. They took a practical stance and stated that ultimately, the product offering is set by customer demand. If customers demand more privacy-centric products, then that is what they will provide: “If there is a good enough demand, developers will have no other option to offer it,” (P1).

6.4 Challenging to Safeguard Own Legal Interests

Although participants welcomed the legal implications which our tool provided, they expressed their frustration that third-party vendors often try to have everything ‘technically’ disclosed, by having elaborate and complex privacy policies, and thereby have themselves legally protected. They referred to such practices as being invisibly transparent: “companies do take information and they are pretty transparent, but I say they are invisibly transparent” (P6).

This frustration is also reflected through participants’ passive reaction to the comprehensive data tracking and sharing information we provided in the tool. While we expected our knowledge graph and data sharing maps to induce a shock factor, due to the pervasiveness and vastness of data sharing, we found that in general most participants were not very surprised. Most had a strong belief that third-party SDKs collect and share much more data than is necessary: “They probably know from each computer’s IP what each person is browsing, and when you connect it to Google using Google Analytics. They would have access to whatever niche that your website is. They would basically gather all this data from the user using the IP, and they probably would connect it,” (P3).

They largely accepted that data tracking is an inherent part of life nowadays, even if users take measures to protect themselves: “people might have pushed the Do Not Track button, but at the end of the day Facebook is still going to look at other parameters for your device and associate that,” (P11).

However, they felt limited in adjusting data sharing attributes of current SDKs, especially when third-parties are endeavour to protect their own legal responsibility by being ‘invisibly transparent’: “I would love to see some kind of filter where I could say, okay, I would love only to share within Europe to have this to get me alternatives for example,” (P9).

6.5 Additional Requirements

Participants formulated several additional key requirements which they would like to see implemented in our tool. These include the need for navigation and filtering, to help them find the SDKs that meet their specific needs, the importance of having access to clear documentation and educational resources, the need to consider privacy implications, and the commercial considerations such as revenue and market trends. Here we summarise these requirements, while a full overview of all 17 requirements can be seen in Table 2 in Appendix C.
In terms of navigation and filtering, participants mentioned the importance of being able to categorise and sort SDKs based on various criteria, such as popularity, features, or compliance standards. They also highlighted the need to be able to filter SDKs by countries and the ability to mark favourites and bookmarks for future reference.

Documentation and education were also identified as key considerations. Participants emphasised the importance of having access to clear and concise documentation for SDKs, as well as educational resources such as tutorials and summaries of privacy policies. They also suggested the idea of embedding documentation directly into the tool and the possibility of community contributions to the tool.

Privacy was another important factor for participants, who highlighted the need to see more details about data sharing practices and who is benefiting from the data. They also mentioned the need to be alerted about privacy breaches and to be able to compare apps in terms of their privacy practices.

Finally, participants pointed out the commercial considerations they often have when selecting SDKs, such as the need to consider the revenue potential of their apps and the impact that certain SDKs might have on their market trends. They suggested the idea of being able to see trends and having the option of adding user data to a map.

6.6 Survey Results
Our survey results showed that participants generally had positive reactions to the usability of DataAvalanche.io (see Figure 4). For example, participants largely agree that the system was easy to use, the functions were well integrated, and people would learn to use this system quickly. However, there were some statements that received mixed responses, including the frequency of use and the ease of learning. While some participants agreed that they would use the tool frequently and that it was easy to learn, others demonstrated different opinions on the consistency of the system or whether the system was cumbersome to use. These mixed responses suggest that while the tool is generally well-designed, there may be areas for improvement to enhance the user experience further. The open-ended questions of the survey provided some answers as to what these improvements may be, but we generally found that they aligned with the additional requirements formulated in the interviews. For example, participants wanted to features to compare libraries and more intuitive visualisations of the data.

7 DISCUSSION
In this study we critically examined the intersection of privacy concerns in children’s apps, and the perspectives and support required by developers in order to effectively address this growing demand. Using developers’ needs identified in previous literature and privacy information about common third-party SDKs used by 137 expert-approved children’s apps, we designed and implemented a web-based tool, DataAvalanche.io, which provided transparency on the privacy practices of commonly used SDKs for children’s apps for app developers to navigate and make more informed design decisions. We found that our participants perceived positively of the transparency provided by the tool, particularly the legal transparency, and they believe the tool can be useful for both development and users. However, we also identified several open barriers and challenges for such support to be practically useful for the app developers.

7.1 The Complexities of the Data Tracking Ecosystem
Our tracker analysis revealed that there is a vast network of data sharing entities outside of app stores and marketplaces that consumers and developers are not aware of, which has several consequences. Firstly, once data is transmitted to a fourth-party, it is recorded permanently and near impossible to retrieve or delete. It has been shown that even sending out a handful of GDPR Data Subject Access Requests and negotiating with companies can be an arduous task [35]. GDPR rights of consumers appear ineffective in this context, as it is a challenging...
task to send thousands of data subject access requests to retrieve or delete data, particularly when companies are located outside the EU jurisdiction. Secondly, there is a lack of transparency for both consumers and developers about how and where data is being shared, making it difficult for them to understand the scale and permanence of data sharing. This lack of transparency contributes to a lack of awareness of the risks associated with data sharing and can lead to the use of harmful third-party SDKs. Thirdly, despite the prevalence and ubiquity of third-party tracking in children’s apps, they are still marketed as appropriate for children. For example, despite privacy concerns, Google still labels them as ‘expert-approved’ and promotes them as safe and appropriate for children. However, the criteria used to approve these apps is not based on technical features or privacy considerations, but rather on content-based approval by teachers and media experts [54]. Google has made some changes in this regard, such as the introduction of the Data Safety section in apps, but it does not provide information about which parties the data is being shared with.

From a developer’s perspective, we sought to raise awareness of these issues by integrating a visual depiction of the phenomenon into DataAvalanche.io. However, developers revealed that they were uncertain as to how to interpret this, and how they could apply it in practice. A potential solution to this would be to provide concrete examples of how the knowledge graph can be used in practice, such as case studies or scenarios that illustrate the advantages of using privacy-friendly SDKs and avoiding certain third-party libraries.

7.2 Challenges in Designing Privacy-Friendly Apps for Children

Through our analysis of privacy features in apps, we have gained a deeper understanding of how children need to be better supported in understanding and exercising their privacy rights. We have broadly identified three ways in which privacy is inappropriately negotiated with children.

---
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Firstly, in many cases, privacy was treated as a legal necessity in apps, rather than as an effort to benefit children. Children were presented with or referred to long and complex privacy policies and had no other option than to give consent. This approach fails to consider the cognitive and developmental limitations of children and it is crucial that designers of children’s apps consider these limitations when creating privacy-friendly apps. Secondly, we have observed cases in which privacy is entirely disregarded or not mentioned, resulting in the app potentially collecting and using personal information without the user’s knowledge or consent. This can lead to a general disregard for privacy and the erosion of trust between individuals and developers. Developers must prioritise making privacy transparent by clearly providing information about data collection and usage. Lastly, privacy is often limited to parents, for example through age-assurance mechanisms being applied to privacy settings and the disclosure of privacy information. The AADC, however, advocates simplifying the complexities of privacy to a level at which children are able to comprehend and interact with it, including providing age-appropriate explanations and easy-to-use controls.

While we looked at this issue from the perspective of developers in this study, we should also consider that marketplaces should set strict requirements for user-facing privacy features in apps, as they have a role to play in guiding developers. Guidelines from marketplaces look mostly at technical elements, such as third-party tracking [24], but would benefit from informing developers about which user-facing privacy features should be included in apps and how they should be communicated to users. This can for example be done by providing wireframes and software development kits (SDKs) or creating designer guidelines. This can be similar to the approach taken by the UK ICO, which provides developers with tools such as data process mapping.

7.3 Improving Support for Developers

Previous research has shown that developers find third-party libraries and SDKs essential to their development practices [8, 26, 64]. While our tool provided privacy-friendly SDK alternatives, our evaluation revealed additional reasons why developers might not choose a privacy-friendly alternative. It is important to offer similar functionality as more well-established SDKs, along with clear and actionable guidance for developers on how to leverage the SDKs to protect user privacy. Our research also highlighted the influence of market demand in driving privacy in apps, suggesting the need for a multi-stakeholder approach to improve privacy. The HCI community plays a pivotal role in engaging with these stakeholders, such as policymakers, user advocates and industry partners, to create a supportive environment that encourages developers to prioritise privacy, potentially through financial incentives, raising awareness of the importance of privacy, and developing standards and guidelines for app development.

Participants formulated additional requirements for our tools, such as being able compare and filter SDKs. We interpret these requirements as a sign of potential for our prototype to become a useful product in terms of privacy. Some requirements, such as improving the design and usability, can be easily implemented, whilst others require further research. For example, participants proposed community contributions through ratings and trust scores. Recently, privacy labels have become more popular, as evidenced by Apple’s requirement for developers to disclose all personal information collected in apps [12], and Google’s initiative allowing developers to choose to disclose which data is collected and whether it is shared with third parties. Despite the fact that these tools are designed with end users in mind, rather than developers, an incentive for developers to rate the privacy-friendliness of SDKs as well as their usefulness may encourage the adoption of more privacy-friendly alternatives. We should also bear in mind the decision making process of developers, such as the educational material, learning curve and feature offering.

---

Furthermore, increased transparency or privacy policies don’t always lead to higher privacy awareness or behaviour change [32, 63]. Our findings show developers appreciate our tool’s transparency and legal implications, but these perceptions may stem from legal compliance needs rather than privacy commitment. As an interview study, we cannot yet observe how transparency support influences development practice changes.

Finally, we would like to point out that although our tool was motivated and designed to support app developers for children, it can also be useful for the app development community in general. Our results show great potential for a tool like DataAvalanche.io. However, maintaining many of the resources in the tool would require a much larger commitment. We hope our work will provide a foundation for future initiatives or community effort to further develop and sustain similar efforts.

7.4 Limitations

We would like to address several limitations of our study. Firstly, due to difficulties in recruiting, we had a limited sample size. While 12 participants generally suffice for data saturation [28], the app development process is complex, requiring different specialisations, SDKs and stakeholders including UX designers, database engineers and coders. We limited our focus to children’s app developers, considering SDKs and legal implications specific for children. Possible ways to address these limitations in future studies include recruiting a more diverse sample of developers, with different levels of experience. Secondly, while developing DataAvalanche.io, several of the parts were still in the high-fidelity prototype phase. This means that the results of our study may not fully reflect the potential usability and effectiveness of a fully developed version of the tool. Future work will aim to further refine and test the tool, to better understand its impact on developers’ decisions about third-party libraries and SDKs. Lastly, our sample was limited to apps from the Google Play Store and only selected apps from the ‘expert-approved’ category. Future research should also examine the privacy practices of apps for adults, and compare them to those of children’s apps, to understand whether there are any differences in the way that data is collected and privacy rights are exercised. Additionally, future research should investigate whether there is any difference in the financial pressure placed on children between paid and free apps.

8 CONCLUSION

In this study, we designed and evaluated DataAvalanche.io, a web-based tool that provides transparency on the privacy practices of commonly used third-party software development kits (SDKs) and libraries. We informed the design of our tool based on previous literature and our own privacy analysis of 137 ‘expert-approved’ children’s apps. We evaluated our tool through semi-structured interviews with 12 children’s app developers. Our participants reacted positively to our tool but also identified important barriers to making privacy a core element of their app development. They identified additional requirements they would like to see implemented in our tool. Our findings provide important insights for designing supportive tools and policy considerations.
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A. ARCHITECTURE & IMPLEMENTATION

A.1 Knowledge Graph

The core component of the tool is the knowledge graph, which contains the data sharing partners of the SDKs we analysed in the previous section. The knowledge graph is stored in the back-end and contains all the relevant information associated with the SDKs, including company and privacy information that we want to display to the user. The knowledge graph serves as the central repository of data for the tool, and enables developers to explore and understand the data sharing practices of different SDKs and libraries in the mobile app ecosystem. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a fourth-party tracker network has been examined and presented to the public. We use this knowledge graph as a fundamental part of our tool. We decided not to show the full graph, as with nearly 3000 nodes and 15,000 edges it would become confusing to view and too heavy to load in the browser. Instead, we show the data sharing partners which are one and two degrees separated from the root node. In addition to the graph, we also show the data sharing partners in a tabular manner, so that users can scroll through it textually.

A.2 Back-End Server

On the back-end, we run an NGINX reverse proxy to handle incoming requests and redirect them to the appropriate server. This is important for improving the security and performance of the tool, as NGINX can handle a high volume of requests and traffic, and also provide additional layers of protection against common attacks such as DDoS. We also use a Gunicorn WSGI web server to host the tool, which provides a standard interface for connecting web servers and applications. This allows us to easily deploy and run the tool on a variety of platforms and environments. Finally, the REST API is written in Flask, a microweb framework for Python. Flask allows us to quickly and easily build the API, and provides a number of useful features such as request routing, template rendering, and error handling.

A.3 Front-End

The front-end of the tool is responsible for rendering the user interface and interacting with the user. It communicates with the back-end through the REST API and is responsible for handling user input and rendering the
visualisations and information retrieved from the back-end. The front-end of the tool is responsible for rendering the user interface and interacting with the user. It contains four main components: two visualisation modules for displaying a map of data sharing locations (legal) and for visualising the knowledge graph (graphing), an information retrieval module with a search function, and a component for viewing metadata of an SDK such as the company name, website, and size. These components work together to provide users with the necessary tools to explore and understand the data sharing relationships between different SDKs and libraries.

The front-end of the tool is implemented using Vue 3.0, a progressive JavaScript framework for building user interfaces. We chose Vue for its simplicity, ease of use, and strong developer community. Alongside Vue, we also used Vuetify, a Material Design component library, to provide a consistent and visually appealing interface for the tool. For visualisation, we made use of D3.js, a powerful JavaScript library for manipulating and displaying data in a variety of formats. D3.js allows us to create interactive and dynamic visualisations of the knowledge graph, which is crucial for helping developers explore and understand the complex data sharing relationships between different SDKs and libraries, as outlined in D3.

### A.4 Architecture

Figure 5 depicts the architecture of DataAvalanche.io. DataAvalanche.io has a client-server architecture, with the front-end serving as the client and the back-end serving as the server. The front-end is implemented using Vue 3.0 and Vuetify, which provide a framework for building user interfaces and a design system, respectively. These technologies were chosen for their ease of use, performance, and support for modern web standards. The back-end consists of a WSGI web server running Flask, which is a lightweight Python web framework. The back-end is responsible for serving the REST API, which provides access to the knowledge graph stored in the server. The knowledge graph is stored in a JSON object, with each key-value pair representing an SDK and its metadata, including a list of data sharing partners. To ensure the security and reliability of the tool, an NGINX reverse proxy is used to manage the incoming traffic to the back-end. This helps to protect the back-end from malicious attacks and ensures that the tool can handle high levels of traffic. We elaborate on the implementation details of this in the next section.

### B COGNITIVE WALKTHROUGH OF DATAAVALANCHE.IO

For the cognitive walkthrough of our web-based tool, DataAvalanche.io, participants executed the following list of tasks:

1. First, participants opened DataAvalanche.io and shared their screens with us.
2. We allowed participants to glance over the tool and explore a bit on their own while voicing their initial thoughts and expressions.
3. For the interview, we had pre-selected two SDKs, Adjust and Unity Ads, which were available as chips below the search box. We told participants to select one of the two SDKs to explore more in depth section by section.
4. Participants next scrolled to the metadata section of DataAvalanche.io, where they could see important privacy and SDK information.
5. Participants scrolled to the privacy-friendly alternatives, where we asked them about when and how they would consider switching to SDKs.

---
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Fig. 5. System architecture of DataAvalanche.io. The front-end is implemented using Vue 3.0 and Vuetify, while making use of D3.js for visualisation. On the back-end we run an NGINX reverse proxy connecting to a WSGI web server. The REST API is written in Flask.

(6) Participants then scrolled to the legal section, where they could see a map of the countries the SDK shares data to and with. We asked participants if they were surprised by this behaviour and what their thoughts were. We also asked them if they would find this useful and how they would imagine using this in their development practices.

(7) Participants then scrolled to the data sharing partners, which showed the knowledge graph in tabular and graph format. Similarly, we asked participants what they thought of the privacy behaviours of the SDK and whether this is what they expected. We also asked how they imagine using these features of the tool in their own development practices.

(8) Finally, users scrolled to the bottom where they had the opportunity to read FAQs.
### ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Table 2. Additional requirements formulated by our participants to improve DataAvalanche.io.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ads</td>
<td>Add information about popular ad networks and their privacy practices and help developers make informed decisions about which ad networks to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorise SDKs</td>
<td>Organise SDKs by their function to help developers easily find the tools they need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort by popularity</td>
<td>Rank SDKs by popularity among developers to see the most commonly used and trusted ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embed documentation</td>
<td>Include relevant documentation and code snippets directly in the tool to make it easier for developers to find and use the information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorials</td>
<td>Provide instructional materials or tutorials to help developers understand how to use the tool and make informed decisions about which SDKs to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy breaches</td>
<td>Display any past privacy breaches or issues that a particular SDK has had to help developers understand the risks associated with certain tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App upload</td>
<td>Allow developers to upload their app and receive a privacy check or comparison to identify potential privacy issues and make improvements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDK comparisons</td>
<td>Compare the privacy features of SDKs to help developers make more informed decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark favourites and bookmarks</td>
<td>Allow developers to mark their favourite or frequently used SDKs, or bookmark ones they want to keep track of, to quickly access the tools they need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More data sharing details</td>
<td>Provide more detailed information about the types of data that each SDK shares to help developers understand the potential privacy implications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is benefiting from the data</td>
<td>Use data or visualisations to show which companies are benefiting most from the use of certain SDKs to help developers make more informed decisions about the trade-offs they are making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter SDKs by countries</td>
<td>Allow developers to filter SDKs by the countries that they share data with to help them select tools that align with their privacy goals and comply with regulations such as the GDPR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trending</td>
<td>Display the most popular or frequently used keywords or categories to help developers quickly find the tools they need and stay up-to-date on industry trends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary privacy policy</td>
<td>Use natural language processing to summarise the privacy policies of SDKs to help developers more easily understand the key points and make informed decisions about which tools to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community contributions</td>
<td>Allow developers to suggest open-source libraries or provide recommendations for privacy-friendly alternatives (e.g., GitHub links), to help developers discover new tools and contribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add user data to map</td>
<td>Use a map to show where user demographics are, and show user distribution (e.g., percentage) per country, to help developers better understand the privacy implications of certain SDKs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratings</td>
<td>Add ratings or a trust score to third party libraries, based on metrics such as user reviews or third party evaluations, to help developers make more informed decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>